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## Introduction

1 Critical models, committed readers, and three Russian Ideas

- Literary critics and their public goods
- Three Russian Ideas

## Heroes and their plots

2 Heroes and their plots

- Righteous persons
- Fools
- Frontiersmen
- Rogues and villains
- Society’s misfits in the European style
- The heroes we might yet see

3 Traditional narratives

- Saints’ lives
- Folk tales (Baba Yaga, Koshchey the Deathless)
- Hybrids: folk epic and Faust tale
- Miracle, magic, law

4 Western eyes on Russian realities: the eighteenth century

- Neoclassical comedy and Gallomania
- Chulkov’s Martona: life instructs art
- Karamzin’s “Poor Liza”
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### 5 The astonishing nineteenth century: Romanticisms

- Pushkin and honor
- Duels
- Gogol and embarrassment
- Pretendership

### 6 Realisms: Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Chekhov

- Biographies of events, and biographies that are quests for the Word
- Time-spaces (Dostoevsky and Tolstoy)
- Dostoevsky and books
- Tolstoy and doing without words
- Poets and novelists (Dostoevsky and Nekrasov)
- Anton Chekhov: lesser expectations, smaller forms

### 7 Symbolist and Modernist world-building: three cities, three novels, and the Devil

- The fin de siècle: Solovyov, Nietzsche, Einstein, Pavlov's dogs, political terrorism
- Modernist time-spaces and their modes of disruption
- City myths: Petersburg, Moscow, OneState

### 8 The Stalin years: socialist realism, anti-fascist fairy tales, wilderness

- What was socialist realism?
- *Cement* and construction (Fyodor Gladkov)
- *The Dragon* and destruction (Evgeny Shvarts)
- Andrei Platonov and suspension
- The “right to the lyric” in an Age of Iron
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page 98
This is a book for the advanced beginner. It is not presumed that the reader has taken any courses in Russian literature or history, nor studied the Russian language (although I do introduce a number of Russian words for which there are no precise cultural equivalents; these words are gathered in a glossary at the end). All works discussed exist in English translation and most enjoy considerable name recognition outside Russia. But the beginner is nevertheless not entirely a blank slate. Most readers, hopefully, will have read a story or seen a play by Chekhov and know something by Tolstoy (perhaps Anna Karenina) or Dostoevsky (Crime and Punishment, The Brothers Karamazov). If the name Solzhenitsyn is familiar at all, it sounds less dissident today, in Putin’s Russia, than it did in the post-Stalinist Soviet Union. The reader might have heard that Aleksandr Pushkin is their greatest, most perfect writer, but having come across a piece of his in translation, can’t figure out what all the fuss is about. (If Pushkin is appreciated, probably this is due to the famous operas built off his works: Modest Musorgsky’s setting of Pushkin’s play Boris Godunov, and two Tchaikovsky operas inspired by Pushkin’s texts: Eugene Onegin and The Queen of Spades.) Readers will most likely also know that Russians endured an absolutist autocracy until the early twentieth century; that the enserfed Russian peasantry was liberated around the same time that the North American states freed their black slaves; that a Bolshevik coup d’état took place in 1917; and that this communist regime fell apart in 1991. Further contexts are provided in brief timelines prefacing each chapter or along the way.

Because the book is for beginners, those professional colleagues who helped me by reading drafts, prodding out errors, and advising me on what to delete know a great deal more than the book’s target audience. And yet they kept their erudition in check, remembering that the purpose here is to introduce and seduce, not to resolve some scholarly debate. Of those who donated their page-by-page insights and services to this project I thank, above all, my Princeton colleagues Michael Wachtel (whose Cambridge Introduction to Russian Poetry, 2004, preceded this volume by several years), Olga Peters Hasty, Simon Morrison, Ksana Blank, Ellen Chances, Serguei Oushakine, and Petre Petrov.
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